
Wireless hearing solutions 
made for life.



Made 
for life.

Starkey Sound™ has cutting—
edge technology that delivers 
true listening enjoyment.

It’s been proven that hearing 
health is directly connected to 
overall health and well-being.

When you’re able to hear and engage 
with the world around you, you live a  
better and healthier life.

Our pursuit to help people hear better 
and live better has led to our biggest 
breakthrough to date. 

Starkey®’s most advanced technology, 
Muse,™ offers supreme sound quality and 
premium features. Muse is customised 
to fit your unique hearing needs and  
enhance your listening experiences.



Made for your

day-to-day.

While other hearing aid manufacturers 
require you to wear a device around  
your neck, SurfLink accessories offer  
a direct wireless connection between 
your mobile phone – or any other  
Bluetooth® device – and your hearing aids.

Works with 
your phone

Advanced noise reduction technology 
and precise directional microphones 
work together to help make speech 
easier to hear in today’s complex  
listening environments.

Listening 
in noise

Stream TV, music and more to your  
hearing aids. SurfLink™ Mobile 2,  
SurfLink Media 2 and SurfLink Remote 
offer carefree hands-free connectivity 
and control with no worn device. 

Better  
connections

Rechargeable hearing aids are now 
available. Enjoy continuous, stable 
and uninterrupted power throughout 
your day.

Enhanced convenience 
and confidence



Our Starkey wireless hearing aids 
wouldn’t be complete without our 
popular SurfLink accessories.

Made for
convenient 
connectivity.
With more and more wireless products 
on the market, making connections  
between devices can be challenging.  
To navigate listening environments  
with high wireless traffic, our 900sync™ 
technology provides a powerful solution. 
It delivers high bit-rate streaming,  
allowing for ear-to-ear phone streaming 
and wireless capabilities for single- 
sided hearing loss.

Our compact mobile phone  
transmitter, SurfLink Mobile 2, 
is an assistive listening device, 
media streamer and hearing 
aid remote all rolled into one.

SurfLink Media 2 is a set-and-
forget media streaming solution 
that connects to TVs, MP3 
players and more, to wirelessly 
stream audio directly to your 
hearing aids.

Our SurfLink Remote can be used 
to adjust volume, change memory 
modes, go in and out of streaming 
mode and much more — all with 
the push of a button. 

Our discreet, lightweight SurfLink 
Remote Microphone 2 is worn 
by a conversation partner to 
aid patients in one-on-one 
conversations in difficult  
listening environments. 

SurfLink Mini Mobile works in 
tandem with SurfLink Remote 
Microphone 2 to offer you a 
small and simple mobile phone 
streaming solution.



Recharge. 
Relax. 
Repeat.
Trust in the reliability  
of rechargeable.

Starkey now offers a  
rechargeable battery option.

With ZPower,® you can enjoy continuous, 
stable and uninterrupted use throughout 
your day. With rechargeable solutions,  
you can also avoid the hassle of  
disposable batteries.

You simply set your Muse micro  
RIC 312t hearing aids on the ZPower  
charger overnight, instead of replacing  
your batteries every few days. 

A pair of ZPower batteries can take the 
place of an estimated 200 disposable 
batteries. Your hearing care professional 
can replace your ZPower batteries for 
you each year.

— Greg M.

“It’s been a game  
changer for me. I have 
complete confidence  
that my batteries are  

going to last.”

One pair of  ZPower  
batteries equals 200 
disposables



Made for
music lovers.

Tastes in music may be unique, 
but the power of music is  
universally understood.

Thanks to the processing power in 
Muse hearing aids, you can enjoy  
your favourite music in a whole new  
way with features that:

Our wireless CROS and BiCROS  
hearing aids bring audibility and speech 
understanding to those who struggle  
with single-sided hearing loss.  
900sync technology allows streaming  
to the good ear to provide quality,  
clarity and consistency of sound.

The result is listening enjoyment for 
the way you want to hear music –  
automatically and in your control.

•  Focus on music audibility, desired  

loudness and sound quality

•  Make soft music sounds audible

•  Allow on-demand and automatic control

Made for

of hearing loss.
every type

If you have single-sided  
hearing loss, Muse has  
a solution for your  
hearing needs.

CROS/BiCROS functionality  
is available to you in  
RIC or BTE styles.



Made to deliver
the very best.

To hear comfortably in 
challenging environments

Acuity™ Directionality, designed to improve 
speech audibility in difficult listening  
situations along with Speech Shift.

Rechargeable  
hearing aid solutions

Continuous, stable and uninterrupted power  
throughout your day with rechargeable hearing aids.  
Avoid the hassle of disposable batteries and have  
more confidence with long-lasting hearing aid power.*

Better wireless streaming
Technology that provides consistent wireless  
performance while streaming mobile phones, TV,  
music and other media with SurfLink Mobile 2,  
SurfLink Mini Mobile and other SurfLink accessories.

No buzzing or whistling
Starkey’s best-in-class feedback cancellation 
system providing feedback-free, comfortable 
listening all-day long.

Durable, dependable 
hearing aids

Surface™ NanoShield, our pioneering water,  
wax and moisture repellent system, to protect 
and ensure durability and dependability.

Music the way it was 
meant to be heard

A design that allows you to experience music 
in a whole new way. Now you can hear every 
note the way the artist intended – with pure, 
refined sound quality.

Customisable tinnitus relief
Advanced Multiflex Tinnitus Technology  
integrated into Muse to bring relief to those  
who suffer from ringing in the ears.

You want Muse delivers

Features may vary by technology level. * Rechargeable hearing aids are only available in the Muse micro RIC 312t.

A comfortable, personalised 
listening experience

Capabilities that speed your transition to hearing aids 
with gradual adjustments, distortion-free listening  
in noise, and ultimate clarity for soft sounds.



Listening environments

Technology Levels
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Made for

you are.
everywhere

From the beginning,  
our hearing solutions  
have enabled people to  
hear better in challenging  
environments and  
live a better life.

You want to hear all the  
subtleties of life: the inflection  
in the voice of a spouse or  
the nuances in the notes  
of a favourite song. Whether  
it’s one-on-one or in the  
most crowded places,  
you’ll hear the world  
around you.

What you need will depend  
on how busy and active  
you are, and what types  
of environments  
you frequent.



Bronze

Slate Sterling

Champagne

Bright White 
with Sterling

Black

Espresso

Colour guide

Styles and colours

Made for
your style.

Custom products are available in skin tone colours.

Pick your favourite colour among our 
new styles, which include our smallest 
devices and custom-fit options — both 
with tinnitus and wireless CROS and 
BiCROS solutions. 

Consult your hearing care professional 
to see if rechargeable hearing aids are 
right for you.



Receiver-In-Canal

RIC

Invisible-In-Canal

IIC

Behind-The-Ear

BTE

Completely-In-Canal

CIC

In-The-Canal

ITC

In-The-Ear

ITE

Styles Made for your  
preferred fit.
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Spread hope from ear to ear. To learn 
more or give the gift of hearing, visit  

StarkeyHearingFoundation.org

COUNTLESS
LIVES CHANGED

MILLION1.9+HEARING AIDS
100+
COUNTRIES

For every Starkey hearing aid purchased, we help 
someone in need. Starkey Hearing Foundation 
has provided more than 1 million hearing aids 
to people in need worldwide and is committed 
to providing 1 million more this decade.

Proud supporter of

www.starkey.co.uk

A global company headquartered 
in Eden Prairie, Minnesota, USA.


